The first-episode of schizophrenia: a challenge for treatment.
For young people experiencing a first-episode of schizophrenia, the first and most important matter to be attended to, once the diagnosis of schizophrenia has been made and patients have entered the care system, is to establish a treatment alliance. The next step is to conceive an individually tailored treatment programme (non-pharmacological as well as pharmacological). The use of antipsychotic drugs needs to be carefully discussed with both patients and families, as medication tends to have a poor public perception. Maintaining treatment is vitally important in terms of relapse prevention, but people who suffer a first-episode tend to terminate treatment early. Patients often discontinue their medication because of side-effects, although a number of other factors can also exert a negative influence on the continuous intake of medication. Among others, these include insufficient information provided to patients and significant others as well as lack of insight and problems in the doctor-patient-relationship. The published data indicate that the outcome of treatment is better for younger patients in a first-episode of schizophrenia than it is for patients who are more chronically ill. However, young patients are much more sensitive to compliance problems than older patients. The main challenge in this phase of the illness is therefore to convince patients that maintenance treatment is necessary in order to assure the best possible outcome.